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Why I think development education is
important in primary schools
I believe that development education (DE) has at times been
the only outward-looking force in the English primary school
curriculum. During periods of increased nationalisation of
education, it has provided the only means for pupils (and the
only motivation for teachers) to look beyond national limits.
This has been inspiring for many pupils and teachers alike. I
am keen to share these reflections because I feel that DE has
led my own education development, so please accept my
apologies if this appears to be a rather personal story.

Key factors in my personal development
Even more clearly than in other parts of the curriculum, work
with an explicitly global dimension seems to depend on the
professional development of the teachers. In our school this
has been closely related to changes in our own attitudes –
what you might call our personal development.

I started out in the 1970s as an adventure playground
worker, dimly aware that there should be a global angle to my
thinking but assuming it was really for somebody else. My
two years’ play-work in North London stimulated me to think
about anti-racism. Back up north in the early 1980s, my wife
was studying for an Advanced Certificate in Environmental
Education (Edge Hill College) which introduced us both to
Christian Aid and the Lancashire Global Education Centre.
This was the beginning of our interest in DE. We
symbolically swapped our weekly subscription to Wigan
Observer for a monthly one to New Internationalist. 

These were the days of World Studies, simulation games,
ranking exercises and role-play. The ideas about teaching and
learning styles were perhaps more influential than the
content. DE opened up our classrooms and our minds. We
shifted tables around to make unusual groups or a big circle.
We let children talk to each other during lesson time. We
gave them big sheets of paper and marker pens and even
worked on the floor.

Key factors in our school
By the start of the 1990s, my colleagues and I had begun to
use resources from the DE Project in Manchester. We helped
them to trial classroom activities for their photopack on life
in a Tanzanian village and later for their Values and Visions
project, which linked global awareness with work on spiritual
development (Burns and Lamont 1995).

Wigan LEA, meanwhile, were involved in bold and
creative initiatives relating to an ‘entitlement curriculum’.
This was based on what are now called multiple intelligences

(Gardner 1993) and included a commitment both to the
‘international dimension’ and to ‘political literacy’. An
industrial placement with the Transport and General Workers
Union helped me combine the political with the spiritual in
the form of our school’s ‘Listening Council’. This has
developed into a forum for our pupils to discuss anything
from the global to the very local.

Our school’s environmental education at this time was
greatly influenced by two American programmes,
‘Earthkeepers’ and ‘Earthcaretakers’ from the Institute for
Earth Education. Six teachers became intrigued by the new
concept of sustainability which seemed to link ecological
concerns to the wider approach of DE. With training support
from WWF-UK, many other members of staff became
involved in planning for what is now Education for
Sustainable Development. 

An OFSTED inspection report in 1998 recorded some of
the successes:

Teachers encourage pupils to write about their feelings,
and some fine examples are seen of pupils writing about a
magic spot, a place special to themselves. Pupils are given
strong encouragement to reflect on and discuss their
environment. The sustainability theme embraces listening
to others and the importance of people’s rights being
linked to responsibility. The Values and Visions project has
had an impact on pupils’ spiritual, moral and social
development. In Key Stage 2 pupils extend their knowledge
of the world and... consider the balance between the needs
of the people and the health of the planet.

Since then we have been able to continue with further help
from the Lancashire Global Education Centre, as part of the
Global Footprints project (Bell 2003), and from WWF-UK in
the form of internet debates for pupils:

Meanwhile, the nine- and 10-year-olds from Wigan are
getting to grips with just about the most complicated
subject to confront the opaque world of trade liberalisation
.... Year 5 at Beech Hill ... are discovering about all these
different players in the banana trade...Yet they are also
learning something else. They are the beneficiaries of
what is still a pioneering field: education in sustainable
development (ESD). It is something that is central to the
Beech Hill ethos. Perhaps uniquely, the school’s mission
statement includes the phrase ‘to prepare for a sustainable
future’. The Guardian (Education Guardian supplement)
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Two other factors helped our progress. First, official
legitimacy was given to political literacy under the new title
of Citizenship. We had a label now to apply to our mock
elections and children’s parliament and global citizenship
became an acceptable concept. Secondly, there seems to be a
revival of interest in children’s learning, which allows us to
focus unashamedly on thinking, and critical thinking in
particular (Fisher 1990). During 2003, I have been
experimenting with a weekly session of Philosophy for
Children instead of a fifth maths lesson.

An HMI made these observations following a visit to the
school in November 2002.

Teachers use the ESD focussed activities effectively to
develop skills such as speaking and listening ... Literacy
has been enhanced by projects such as the activity on Fair
Trade ... ICT skills have been honed through on-line
debates...The ESD activities and lessons engage and
motivate pupils... The pupils... were articulate and well
able to express positive attitudes and values covering a
range of issues related to inequality, the environment and
the rights of individuals. In many cases, they practice what
they preach... the teachers have benefited from, and
adopted, the philosophy of the training provided by outside
agencies such as the local DE Centres and the WWF-UK.

Changes over the past twenty years 
Reflecting on your own times and looking for patterns can be
both useful as action research and also fraught with
difficulties. Do different projects just arise from different
times? Am I confusing educational progress with
development in me?

I remember fondly and vividly my very first lecture at
teacher-training college. It was on the philosophy of
education and most of my colleagues found it too theoretical
but I liked its simple challenge: what’s the point in teaching if
you don’t know why you’re doing it? I still see education
ideally as a form of liberation, best found outside the school
system since schools are such stultifying institutions. Some of
my favourite teaching philosophies still come from American
and Quaker traditions of ‘peace education’ and self-esteem
activities. Some of these ideas have clearly been
‘mainstreamed’ in a way unimaginable 25 years ago. It is
now acceptable to talk of strategies to combat bullying.
Pupils’ attitudes to equal opportunities for women have made
noticeable progress. Self-esteem is a recognisable concept.

Unfortunately, some elements of DE have not fared so
well. Band Aid, child sponsorship and charity collections led
to some serious negative side-effects in Britain, as feelings of
generosity led to feelings of superiority, and personal stories
obscured the bigger political/economic/ environmental
picture. Pockets of teacher-driven good practice from the days
of the Schools Council and World Studies have been eclipsed
by conformity and national ‘strategies’. With the Education
Reform Act 1998 and our first National Curriculum, topic
planning became more rigorous, pupils’ basic educational
entitlement improved and many teachers improved some of

their subject knowledge but an overload of compulsory
content destroyed much that was quirky, individual, creative
or responsive to the moment. 

Meanwhile the pupils and their parents started ditching old
political allegiances in favour of single-issue politics. Saving
the world became popular, although it often boiled down to
litter-picking and confusing greenhouse gases with the ozone
layer. Children began to learn about whales, dolphins and the
Amazon rainforest. I feel fairly hopeful that some awareness
has grown. The Drop the Debt campaign, media coverage of
anti-globalisation protests and young people’s mobilisation
against the war on Iraq seem to be showing connections to a
bigger picture at last.

The future for DE in the classroom?
Paradoxically, I would like to see a greater focus on
knowledge and memory, without which mere skills are
useless. Some concepts and information just have to be
taught and not left to chance. Maybe we have been guilty in
the past of concentrating too much on the teaching style.
Secondly, we need an attitude of political participation:
‘Think Global, Act Rarely’ is not good enough. 

An important reaction against national strategies relates to
the stunting of creativity in the race for ‘academic’ standards:
‘In the new world economies, this waste of human resources
is potentially disastrous. The abilities that are now most
needed are being left to waste despite the massive expansion
of education and the pressure to raise standards.
Organisations and communities everywhere are paying the
price.’ (Robinson, 2001).

I believe a change of focus is needed from teaching
‘strategies’ to children’s learning. There has been too much
pressure on schools to follow teacher-centred ‘best practice’
handed down from above. Now the needs of learners
individually and socially should become more central. 

Give us a break – and long live DE.
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Links
Philosophy for Children www.sapere.net/about_p4c.htm
The Institute for Earth Education, Box 288, Warrenville, Illinois 60555
USA
Beech Hill Listening Council www.beechill.wigan.sch.uk/vandv.htm

Pete Coulson is a Year 5 class teacher at Beech Hill
Primary School, Wigan, with particular responsibility for
ESD. At present he is seconded half-time to the local
authority to work on race equality and diversity.
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